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ABSTRACT
The ability of vegetation to stabilise soils is frequently employed in slope stabilisation projects including riverbank restoration
activity. Soil block samples permeated with roots of Bermuda Grass commonly used for remediation and riverbank restoration
were tested in a direct shear apparatus. Shear stress results of rooted soils were compared with results of un-vegetated soil
bloc—s with similar soil types. The increase of shear strength was determined by comparing shear stresses at speciic horizontal
displacements. The relative strength increase at the same displacement was 27.3 kPa compared to 19.1 kPa for un-vegetated
soil at a displacement of 13.3cm (Location 3). The relative strength increase at the same displacement of 13.3cm was 43.5%
for Location 1 and 42.4% for Location 2. The shear stresses in most of the blocks with roots were still increasing at the end of
the test (maximum displacement of about 15cm). These conservative root biomass values and the shearing resistance obtained
can be used in the assessment of the stability of the existing vegetated slopes and in the design of vegetated riverbanks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The physical vegetative coverage on stream-banks provides
underground soil reinforcement and surface protection from
scour. The level of vegetation for protecting soil depends on
the combined effects of roots, stems and foliage. Root systems
aid stream-bank stabilisation through soil-root interaction.
The mechanics of root-reinforcements are similar to the basic
mechanics of engineered reinforced-earth systems. Vegetation
installed on slopes and stream-banks provides resistance to
shallow mass movement by counterbalancing local instabilities.

II. BACKGROUND: STABILISING
MECHANISMS
For stabilisation techniques that rely on vegetative materials,
the stabilisation is vulnerable at the early stage but becomes
stronger as the vegetation is established. The primary stabilising
’echanis’s inc‘ude: (a) Reinf“rcing the s“i‘ with tensi‘e ibres
of the root mass, (b) Increasing shear strength by reducing
pore-pressures through transpiration, (c) Anchoring the slope
through deep root penetration into more stable strata, and (d)
Decreasing the l“w ve‘“cities and dissi”ating the l“w energies
by redistributing the l“w ”attern and directi“n by the f“‘iage and
stems of shrubs.
Perhaps the most complete overview of soil reinforcement
by r““ts and artiicia‘ ibres is ”r“vided by Gray and S“tir [1]
The basic process involves the transfer of shear stress within the
soil to tensile resistance of the roots, which becomes a function
of the interface friction along the root surface. The orientation of
the ibre re‘ative t“ the shear f“rce, the s—in fricti“n “f the r““t,
the elongation behaviour of the root, the fraction of the soil cross
section occupied by roots, and the tendency to break rather than
”u‘‘ “ut are a‘‘ fact“rs inluencing the reinf“rcing effect. Over
the last 60 years, data related to limits of vegetal reinforcement
have been presented both in terms of shear stress (or tractive
f“rce) and l“w ve‘“cities. Shear stress, in N/’2, is a preferred
measure because it considers several variables including depth,
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the wetted channe‘ ”eri’eter, and l“w ve‘“cities. In additi“n,
failure criteria for a particular lining is represented by a single
shear stress value, applicable over a wide range of channel slopes
and shapes. For these reasons, this paper will present vegetal
resistance in terms of shear stress.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
S“i‘ is str“ng in c“’”ressi“n but wea— in tensi“n and r““ts are
weak in compression but strong in tension. Therefore when soil
and roots are combined the resultant soil-root matrix produces
a mass which is much stronger than either the soil or the roots
on their own. The roots act by transferring the shear stresses
developing in the soil to the tensile resistance in the roots, and
also by distributing stresses through the soil, so avoiding local
stress build-ups and progressive failures. These will be highly
dependent on the contribution of root density.
The the“ry “f reinf“rced earth was irst deve‘“”ed by
Vida‘ [2]. As a vertica‘ ”rinci”a‘ stress is a””‘ied t“ an
unc“nined e‘e’ent “f s“i‘ the e‘e’ent wi‘‘ strain ‘atera‘‘y as
it c“’”resses axia‘‘y (Figure 1). If reinf“rce’ent is added t“
the soil in the form of horizontal strips, the lateral movement
induced in the soil generates a frictional force between the soil
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Figure 1: The Action of Reinforcements on
A Cohesionless Soil Element
Note: The Reinforced Element Resists Lateral Expansion Through The
Mobilisation of A Frictional Force Between the Soil and the Reinforcement [3]
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and the reinforcement. As a tensile force develops within the
reinf“rce’ent a c“rres”“nding c“’”ressive ‘atera‘ c“nining
stress is generated within the s“i‘. This ‘atera‘ c“nining stress
is ana‘“g“us t“ an externa‘‘y a””‘ied c“nining ”ressure and
is ”r“”“rti“na‘ t“ the a””‘ied n“r’a‘ c“nining stress u” t“
a ‘i’it deined as the critica‘ c“nining stress . The acti“n “f
reinforcement in soil is therefore not one of carrying developed
tensile stresses but of the anisotropic reduction or suppression of
an applied normal strain rate. This suppressive mechanism leads
to the concept of anisotropic cohesion.
S“’e studies indicate that the increase in a””arent s“i‘
c“hesi“n is ‘i’ited t“ r““ts u” t“ ab“ut 2c’ in dia’eter [4].
Beyond this size the reinforcing effect is thought to be largely
due t“ a r““t s abi‘ity t“ anch“r a re‘ative‘y wea— ‘ayer “f
soil across a discontinuity, the shear surface, to an underlying
str“nger s“i‘ “r bedr“c—. The –ustiicati“n f“r this ‘i’it is n“t
c“’”‘ete‘y c‘ear as ie‘d studies “ften cited as su””“rting it
[5, 6], a‘th“ugh de’“nstrating the i’”“rtance “f s’a‘‘ r““ts
to increased soil shear strength does not actually measure the
effect “f ‘arger r““ts. Burr“ughs & Th“’as [5] ’easured r““ts
u” t“ 1c’ in dia’eter, and O L“ugh‘in & Wats“n [6] u” t“ 3c’.
An extensive literature search was unable to locate any study
that assessed the reinforcing actions of roots of different sizes.
There are also many examples of small roots (< 2cm diameter)
acting or suspected as acting like ground anchors by growing
int“ disc“ntinuities and issures in the bedr“c— “r ’“re stab‘e
substrate [7, 8]. It is genera‘‘y agreed that a”art fr“’ an increase
in apparent soil cohesion roots may also increase the shear
strength of a soil by an anchoring mechanism.

A. Root system
Investigations of root system architecture include those
underta—en “n vegetative cr“”s f“r gr“wth ana‘ysis [9, 10],
’athe’atica‘ ’“de‘s “f r““t structure f“r’ and ge“’etry [11,
12, 13, 14, 15], and genera‘ r““ting habits as they re‘ate t“ site
c“nditi“ns and ”r“cesses [16, 17. 18]. Evident‘y there is an
extremely wide range in root geometry from species to species
(Figure 2) and s“ it is dificu‘t t“ transfer data direct‘y fr“’ “ne
site t“ an“ther because “f the inluence “f ‘“ca‘ site c“nditi“ns
“n r““t gr“wth [19]. Different r““ting habit and site c“nditi“n
wi‘‘ inluence the r““t bi“’ass density. This the“ry a‘s“ agreed
by Todd, et al., [20]; f“r different s”ecies “f vegetati“n wi‘‘ give
different root geometry and this will give different values of
density. The plant species, root density, and stem height were
inconsistent because of variation on soil types.

(a) Lathyrus Slyvestris

B. Soil Mass Shear Strength
The strength “f s“i‘ is dificu‘t t“ be ’easured direct‘y.
Eva‘uating the effect “f r““ts “n s“i‘ strength increases that
dificu‘ty. In 1968 a shear b“x was deve‘“”ed t“ ’easure the
contribution of small alder (Alnus glutinosa) roots to the strength
of relatively homogeneous nursery soil in Japan. The weight of
r““ts attained 53% “f the variati“n in ’easured s“i‘ strength.
The shear b“x was ‘ater ’“diied t“ study the c“ntributi“n t“
soil strength by roots of a mixed old-growth forest of Douglasir (Pseudotsu-gamenziesii), western redcedar (Thuja plicata),
and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) growing on glacial
till sub-soils in British Columbia, Canada. The weight of roots
in the s“i‘ sa’”‘e was the ’“st signiicant “f seven variab‘es
tested, acc“unting f“r 56% “f the variati“n in ’easured s“i‘
strength. Shear b“x was used in the testing “f re‘ative‘y si’”‘e
soil-root system of a mature shore pine (Pinus contorta) forest
growing on coastal sands in northern California. The dry weight
“f the ‘ive r““ts ‘ess than 17’’ in dia’eter was the signiicant
variable contributing to soil shear strength among the soil and
vegetative variab‘es tested. The shear b“x tests resu‘ted in Eq.
(1), in which s“i‘ strength is in —i‘“”asca‘s and r““t bi“’ass is in
kilograms per cubic meter.
Soil strength= 3.13 + 3.31 root biomass

(1)

The equati“n attains 79% “f the variati“n in ’easured s“i‘
strength. The ’ean bi“’ass “f the ‘ess than 17-’’-dia’eter
‘ive r““ts was 1.77—g/’3, which re”resented 64% “f the t“ta‘ r““t
biomass. To evaluate the contribution of root in the strength of
soil-plant mass, dry density biomass of vegetative is a dominant
component in relation to the soil strength.

C. Signiicant Roles of Roots System and
Coniguration
R““ts syste’ ”‘ays signiicant r“‘e in ”‘ant-s“i‘ ’ass in “rder
to improve slope and prevent soil erosion. There has been a
long held belief that erosion control performance by vegetation
relates to the additional strength provided by vegetation roots
to the soil as well as the ability of the above-ground parts to
intercept and transpire water. The role played by vegetation in
improving slope stability and preventing soil erosion is well
rec“gnized [22, 23, 24].
In order to evaluate the contribution of vegetation roots to
s“i‘ shear strength (i.e. t“ deter’ine Sr) a simple model was
deve‘“”ed inde”endent‘y by Wa‘dr“n (25) and Wu et al., [26].
The model was designed to simulate the idealised situation of

(b) Artemesia vulgaris
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Figure 2: Some Examples of the Wide Variety In Root Geometry of
Different Species. (a) Lathyrus Sylvestris and (b) Artemesia Vulgaris
(After Schiechtl [21])
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Figure 3: Model of A lexible, Elastic Root Extending Vertically
Across A Horizontal Shear Zone
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vegetati“n s vertica‘ r““ts extending acr“ss a ”“tentia‘ s‘iding
surface in a s‘“”e. It c“nsists “f a lexib‘e, e‘astic r““t extending
vertically across a horizontal shear zone of thickness z (Figure
3).
= s sin θ and x = s cos θ
(2)
x
As the soil is sheared a tensile force Tr develops in the roots.
As sh“wn in Figure 3 this f“rce is res“‘ved int“ a tangentia‘
component (Tr) which resists shear and a normal component ( r)
which increases the c“nining stress “n the shear ”‘ane
where ( r) and ( r) are the tangential and normal stresses
applied to the soil by Tr; ( s) is the average tensile strength of
r““ts ”er unit area “f s“i‘; and θ is the angle of shear distortion
of the root.
Sr = x tanɸ + x = s (cos θ tan ɸ + sin)
(3)
The contribution of the root to shear strength is then given
by:
where ɸ = angle of internal friction.
The average tensile strength of the roots per unit area of soil
s

= Ts (As/A)

(4)

( s) is determined by multiplying the average tensile strength
of the roots by the fraction of the shear surface cross section
occupied by roots:

Figure 5: Samples of Vegetated Location (w/out vegetation),
1, 2 and 3)

When sa’”‘es were c“‘‘ected and tested, the s“i‘ ’“isture
‘eve‘s were at the ie‘d ca”acity. The shear b“x ’achine (ELE
International) was used in this study. The block samples were
taken using a sharp edged metal plate box with dimensions of
100 x 100 x 30’’. A‘‘ sa’”‘es had been carefu‘‘y carved and
removed with caution to minimize disturbance. Three block
sa’”‘es were “btained f“r the 4 ‘“cati“ns ’a—ing a t“ta‘ “f 12
block samples. The distances between samples were kept to a
1’ radius and 10’ f“r each ‘“cati“n c“ntaining vegetati“n
t“ “btain b‘“c—s with si’i‘ar s“i‘ ty”es. Eff“rts were ’ade t“
select uniform soil conditions, although the plants tended to
be distributed according to variations in soil and hydrology
(moisture content).

B. Shear Test Description
IV. METHODOLOGY
The study inv“‘ved b“th ie‘d and ‘ab“rat“ry studies. S“i‘ b‘“c—s
were “btained fr“’ a site at Jendera’ Hu‘u River in Se”ang.
The sa’”‘es were ta—en fr“’ 4 ‘“cati“ns at the site and a‘‘ the
testing and ana‘ysis were carried “ut in the Water Lab“rat“ry and
Advanced S“i‘ Lab“rat“ry. The s“i‘ b‘“c—s fr“’ the riverban—
were considered very suitable for this study because the plants
(Bermuda grass (cynodon dactylon) were all growing in close
proximity and access was possible. The location for each of the
sa’”‘es is sh“wn Figure 4.

10m
10m

LOCATION 3
LOCATION 2
LOCATION 1

A direct shear a””aratus sh“wn in Figure 6 was ’“diied t“
perform shear tests on the soil blocks. The dimensions of the
shear b“x were se‘ected t“ acc“’’“date the s“i‘ b‘“c—s. S“i‘
s”eci’ens were ”‘aced in the shear b“x ’achine. Where
applicable, excess top growth was trimmed to facilitate
hand‘ing and s’a‘‘ ga”s at the edges “f the sa’”‘e i‘‘ed with
identica‘ s“i‘ using as ‘“w c“’”acti“n eff“rt. L“ad (stress) and
displacement (strain) were plotted throughout the duration of the
test procedure. A nominal normal load was applied in the form
of a 2kg metal plate to aid in the containment of the specimens
during the test ”r“cedure; h“wever, n“ “ther signiicant n“r’a‘
load was maintained in order to simulate natural surface soil
c“nditi“ns. The testing ’eth“d“‘“gy f“‘‘“wed ELE Internati“na‘
procedure. All samples were tested with the matrix potential
brought as close as possible to zero at the shear plane. A load cell
was installed to measure the shear forces and an electronic device
measured the horizontal displacements. Information from these
two measuring devices was sent to the data logger (digital shear
machine), which in turn fed the data into a computer. After the
completion of the test, photographs of the sheared surface were

Figure 4: Sampling Locations

A. Materials and Methods
Four sample blocks of soil (each location) were removed from
a riparian environment with caution to minimize disturbance of
soil structure. All samples were carefully carved to dimensions
“f 100’’ by 100’’ by 30’’ de”th. Sa’”‘es fr“’ the bare
location contained no vegetation, but serve as a typical soil.
Sa’”‘es fr“’ ‘“cati“n 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 4) c“ntained the sing‘e
s”eci’en “f vegetative, esti’ated at 2.5 years in age, with r““ts
radiating throughout the soil block.
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Figure 6: Soil Block Placed in the Shear Box

taken, and the roots and top growth were removed to measure
the dry biomass. The soil from each block (location of typical
soil) was mixed and a sample taken for conducting a grain-size
distribution analysis.
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C. Dry Biomass Test
Dry root biomass density is the dry weight of roots divided by
the volume of the block sample used in the shear test. After
the soil blocks were sieved, all roots were extracted, washed,
and se”arated int“ ‘ive and dead fracti“ns, dried at 700°C and
weighed. From each test location, data were collected for soil
and root variables. The results of the average root biomass
density were then plotted.

V. RESULTS
Shearing tests were ”erf“r’ed “n s“i‘ b‘“c—s that c“ntained r““ts
to study the contribution of roots to the shear strength in a case
where the shear deformation is constrained to a thin zone. The
shearing resistances of the soil-root system and the biomass of
selected roots were measured. Additionally particle size and the
moisture content plus the soil block were measured to determine
the type and characteristics of soils. The roots were exposed after
the test and their orientations and variation within the soil blocks
were observed and used to explain the shear strength value. The
root biomass and the shearing resistance of the soil-root system
were estimated with known solutions and compared with all
the the“retica‘ data. N“ne “f the r““ts that ”assed thr“ugh the
shear zone failed in tension at the maximum displacement. As
a consequence, the root resistance is much less than that found
in a case where the failure surface is restricted to the boundary
between a wea— s“i‘ and a ir’ base and where r““ts are anch“red
in the ir’ base and fai‘ in tensi“n.

A. Soil-Plant Shear Strength
Shear stress vs. h“riz“nta‘ dis”‘ace’ent curves are sh“wn in
Figures 7 t“ 10 f“r re”resentative tests “f each ‘“cati“n and
for the un-vegetated soil. The shear stresses in different root
permeated soil samples changed in different ways as the soil
block was displaced because of their different root orientations.
Additionally, there were no major drop in shear stress of most of
the samples suggests that the roots had not failed in tension yet.
The shear stresses in most block samples, were still increasing
at the end of the tests. As a result, peak stresses and residual
stresses were n“t c‘ear‘y identiied fr“’ these ”‘“ts. The ’eth“d
adopted to assess the shear strength increase was to compare
the’ at a s”eciic h“riz“nta‘ dis”‘ace’ent.
The maximum shear stress achieved in the un-vegetated soil
was ab“ut 19.1 —Pa, 18.1 —Pa f“r sa’”‘e 3 and b“th sa’”‘e 1
& 2, respectively. A shear force versus horizontal displacement
”‘“t (Figure 7) f“r the un-vegetated s“i‘ b‘“c—s was used t“
determine the displacement at which the maximum shear

Figure 7: Shear Stress VS, Horizontal Displacement for
Represntative Samples of Unvegetated Soils
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Figure 8: Shear Stress VS. Horizontal Displacement for
Representative Samples

Figure 9: Shear Stress VS. Horizontal Displacement for
Representative Samples

f“rce “ccurred. ‘. On average, the ’axi’u’ f“rce “ccurred at
dis”‘ace’ent 11.8c’, 12.8c’ and 13.3c’. Theref“re, stresses at
these displacements were used to characterize the soil shearing
resistance. In additi“n, stresses at 4c’, 6c’ 8c’ and 10.8c’
were also included for comparison. A graph of the average
shear stresses at these three different displacements is presented
in Figure 11. An ana‘ysis “f data using statistic was c“nducted
using the data “f shear stress “ccurring at a dis”‘ace’ent “f 4c’,
6c’, 8c’, 10.8c’, 11.8c’, 12.8c’ and 13.3c’.
Sa’”‘e “ne, un-vegetated s“i‘, sh“wed an u‘ti’ate shear
stress “f 19.1 KPa and a residua‘ shear stress “f 18.8 KPa. These
values are typical of soils of similar particle size distribution at
ie‘d ca”acity ’“isture ‘eve‘s. Visua‘ ins”ecti“n “f the sa’”‘e
indicated that shear failure had occurred along a well-developed
plane dissecting the entire soil block.
Three sa’”‘es, r““ted with Ber’uda grass at ‘“cati“n 1,
was tested until the full displacement capacity of the shear box
machine had been utilized. The applied shear stress continued
t“ c‘i’b steadi‘y unti‘ a ina‘ reading “f 30.6 KPa, 21.1 KPa
and 30.6 KPa f“r sa’”‘es 1,2 and 3 res”ective‘y (Figure 8) was
taken before the test was terminated. Visual inspection of the
sample indicated that shear deformation was distributed across
a shear ”‘an “f s“i‘ reinf“rced by ibr“us r““ts. This ’“de “f
shear deformation has been described by other investigator
[26] as ty”ica‘ f“r s“i‘s with ibre inc‘usi“ns. The ’agnitude
of the shear resistance without discrete failure of soil structure
was signiicant‘y higher than f“r un-vegetated s“i‘s, a‘th“ugh
the deformation mechanisms were the same. Reinforcement of
s“i‘ by a substantia‘‘y high density “f ibr“us r““ts, in this case,
appeared to increase the strength of soils while also altering
the failure mechanism. Interestingly, the plant and all its roots
remained intact throughout the test procedure.
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Figure 10: Shear Stress VS. Horizontal Displacement for
Representative Samples

Figure 11: Shear Stresses at Seven Different Displacements

An“ther 3 sa’”‘es, r““ted with the sa’e grass at ‘“cati“n 2,
sh“wed an u‘ti’ate shear stress “f 32.2 KPa and a residua‘ shear
stress a‘s“ 32.2 —Pa (Figure 9 - sa’”‘e 1). The “bserved fai‘ure
mechanism was essentially identical to the un-vegetated soil,
and noticeably slightly different from the samples at location
1, a””arent‘y due t“ the re‘ative‘y ‘“w density (r““t bi“’ass
density) “f ine ibr“us r““ts as c“’”ared with the ‘“cati“n 1
and 3. B“th u‘ti’ate and residua‘ shear stress va‘ues are higher
than for un-vegetated soil, indicating the reinforcing value of the
r““ts. Effects “n the “rientati“n, variati“n and ’“r”h“‘“gy “f the
vegetation seem to give different value of shear resistance.
The ‘ast three sa’”‘es fr“’ ‘“cati“n 3 a‘s“ r““ted with
the same types of grass showed value of maximum shear
stress “f 32.2 —Pa, 28.7 —Pa and 21.1 —Pa f“r sa’”‘e 1, 2
and 3 res”ective‘y (see Figure 10). The ’agnitude “f the
shear stress of the soil-root matrix obtained at this location
obviously higher than un-vegetated soils. The failure at the
shear plan crossed by the roots was the same deformation
mechanisms with the samples from other 2 locations.
Reinforcement of soil by significant high density referring
to the high root biomass density of fibrous roots, in this case,
increases the strength “f s“i‘s. (see Figure 12).
Volume of soil Block: 10cm x 10cm x 3cm = 300 cm3
Biomass = (Weight of dry root)/ (Volume of soil block)

(4)

B. Root Biomass Density
The results of the average root biomass density are plotted in
Figure 12. Dry r““t bi“’ass density is the dry weight “f r““ts
divided by the volume of the block sample used in the shear test.
Figure 12 sh“wed that the highest bi“’ass density indicated
fr“’ sa’”‘es at ‘“cati“n 3. The “ther tw“ ‘“cati“ns sh“wed
s‘ight‘y different va‘ue “f 9.4% in bi“’ass density. Sa’”‘es
from location 2 gave the lowest value of biomass density resulted
in lowest shear strength values.

C. Moisture Content and Particle Size
Distribution
Shear stress is ca‘cu‘ated as a functi“n “f b“th vegeta‘ and
s“i‘ resistance. Vegeta‘ resistance “f the s“i‘/”‘ant b“undary
is calculated as a function of both components including roots
density, and soil resistance as a factor of grain size. Vegetal
and soil parameters are combined to form the total shear stress
resistance “f the s“i‘/”‘ant b“undary. The s“i‘ tests ”erf“r’ed
in this study were particle size distribution and water content.
These two tests seem to be very essential in order to relate soil
condition and environment with the growth pattern of the roots.
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Figure 12: Dry Root Biomass Density.

At the ‘“cati“n “f ty”ica‘ s“i‘ 3, sa’”‘es “f s“i‘ were ta—en at 1’
radius. It is easy to get the samples from this location because the
place was bare and no roots of vegetation in the soil blocks. The
roots might affect the results of the test performed. The soil at the
site consisted of a poorly cohesive sand which might be derived
fr“’ the l““d”‘ain sedi’ents. The water c“ntent indicated a‘s“
varies with the ‘“cati“n “f the sa’”‘es. Sa’”‘e 3 (M56) gave the
highest ’“isture c“ntent; 14.1% f“‘‘“wed by sa’”‘e 1, M52 and
sa’”‘e 2, M54. Even th“ugh the sa’”‘es c“’e fr“’ the sa’e
type of soil, the moisture content seemed to be different.

VI. DSCUSSION
A. Soil-Plant Shear Strength
The graphs of shear stresses versus displacements show that,
in general, the shear stresses were still increasing at the end of
the tests. This clearly indicates that root tensile failure did not
occur during the shear tests. Root elongation or slippage rather
than breakage was the most common condition during failure.
This mode of failure was evident in examination of the samples
after the testing was completed and has been observed by other
investigat“rs studying the effects “f ibr“us inc‘usi“ns “n n“ncohesive soils. The steadily increase of shearing resistance of
a‘‘ sa’”‘es fr“’ ‘“cati“n 1, 2 and 3 a‘s“ sh“w that shear stress
within the soil was transferred to the roots of vegetation. This
”hen“’en“n is inluenced by the high fracti“n “f sandy s“i‘
occupied by roots. For the herbaceous species tested, the mode
and extent of root deformation would likely result in mortality
“f the ”‘ant as the r““ts were signiicant‘y e‘“ngated acr“ss a
near‘y unif“r’ ”‘ane, hence severing the ”‘ants s“urce “f
physical anchoring, water, and nutrients. Despite the damage to
roots, grass species tested are known to propagate easily from
fragments of root and stem tissue that have suitable contact with
moist soil, apparently an ecological adaptation to their typical
habitat of dynamic riparian corridors where displacement and
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regeneration or relodging downstream would allow survival or
new distribution.
Surviva‘ and deve‘“”’ent “f ”‘ants after a ”artia‘ fai‘ure
can readily allow vegetation to provide continued and renewed
reinforcement of soils, and also to, in effect, re-compact soils
due to matrix suction effects. These roles allow vegetation to
limit and manage the amount of ongoing loss and damage that
may occur due to experience of some slope failure, unlike fallow
soils which remain vulnerable to ongoing mass wasting due to
low residual strengths. The shear stresses obtained in each plant
s”ecies sh“w a very wide s”read, ’a—ing it dificu‘t t“ c“’e
to reasonable conclusions without a suitable statistical analysis.
This degree of variation is illustrated, for example, in sample
1 and sa’”‘e 2 in Figure 8 and 9 “r sa’”‘e 1 and sa’”‘e 3 in
Figure 10. This wide variati“n is a‘s“ n“ted f“r the un-vegetated
s“i‘ b‘“c—s, 7. This —ind “f behavi“ur is ex”ected fr“’ sa’”‘es
that were obtained from sites whose natural conditions are
variable and uncontrolled. The variation in natural hydrological
and geological condition of the site effects might affect the
samples. The soil consists of air, moisture and solid and the
water content is the ratio of the mass of water to the mass of
solids of soils. There are cases where the void ratio is higher than
moisture content thus giving wer values in moisture content. The
pore air pressure can distort the result. The variation in pore air
pressure and pore water pressure in the soil block seemed to give
different values of stresses because it related to the water content.
Although the whole site are sandy soil, but the moisture content
results were not the same. In spite of that, the simple statistic
(comparison of mean) test results give valuable information
and some general conclusions can be deduced. In this study, the
shear box test is not able to control the drainage from the sample
or to measure the pore pressure within the sample. Therefore,
only stress measurement can be made except when the rate of
shearing is kept slow enough to ensure no rise in pore pressure.
Bermuda grass roots in this sandy soil had large reinforcing
effect, where the ultimate shear resistance obtained in samples
fr“’ ‘“cati“n 2 and 3 f“‘‘“wed in decreasing “rder by sa’”‘es
fr“’ ‘“cati“n1. Bermuda grass roots increased soil shear
resistance by 27.3 —Pa c“’”ared t“ 19.1 —Pa f“r un-vegetated
s“i‘ at a dis”‘ace’ent “f 13.3 c’ (‘“cati“n 3). The re‘ative
strength increase at the sa’e dis”‘ace’ent (13.3 c’) was 43.5%
f“r ‘“cati“n 1 and 42.4% f“r ‘“cati“n 2.
The increment of soil strength caused by the roots also
had been proven by other researcher before (Abenneth and
Rutherfud) [28] where s’a‘‘ increase in r““t density increases
the soil shear strength. It was found that the traction effect of the
roots increased the tensile strength of the shallow rooted soil by

4.2~5.6 —Pa. This inding was true f“r the sa’”‘es “f s“i‘ b‘“c—s
fr“’ ‘“cati“n 2 and 3 at dis”‘ace’ent 10.8’’. Fr“’ this study,
the genera‘ range “f shear strength incre’ent was 0.6 8.3 —Pa.
Tab‘e 1 sh“ws that the shear stresses “f the s“i‘s ”er’eated
with the grass r““ts at ‘“cati“n 1,2 and 3 are signiicant‘y different
fr“’ the un-vegetated c“nditi“n. Whereas, the shear stresses “f
s“i‘s fr“’ ‘“cati“n 3 at dis”‘ace’ent 4c’ are n“t signiicant‘y
different fr“’ the un-vegetated (Figure 11). These r““t c“hesi“n
values are conservative, because they were determined from
a shear dis”‘ace’ent “f 4c’ and n“t fr“’ the ”ea— stresses,
which were never reached during these tests. At the surface, this
investigation reveals an obvious relationship between soil shear
strength and plants, although statistical analysis dictates that no
swee”ing c“nc‘usi“ns be drawn. Neverthe‘ess, the nature “f the
conditions, the testing procedure, and the analytical approach
are conservative, so it is reasonable to state that the actual role
of plants is larger than documented, and that the variability
between specimens contributed to the lower degree of statistical
validation of the results.

B. Root Biomass Density
Root biomass density is proportional to the shear strength
increase [29]. H“wever, this is true f“r the ”‘ants which have
sa’e ’“r”h“‘“gy. As grasses gr“w, their c“ntributi“n t“ a site s
stability increases as a function of the speed and ease at which
roots “colonise” the soil. This depends on the root content, the
r““ts ’ateria‘ ”r“”erties, and the ’“r”h“‘“gy “r architecture.
Root morphology and architecture may be genetically controlled
or modified by environmental and adaptation factors.
The variation in root biomass can be affected by the variation
of the water content. The water content is not constant at
different location. This showed how the environment condition
can change the va‘ue “f the r““t density. As water l“ws t“ the
soil, mass of adsorbed water formed around the particles. As
the water i‘’ increases, the ”artic‘es “f the s“i‘ can be ”ac—ed
more closely when it is more lubricated. However the pore water
”ressure in the ads“rbed i‘’s tends t“ ”ush the ”artic‘es a”art
and so increase the water content.
Strength “f r““ts is a‘s“ inluenced by r““ts size which
is highly dependent on the root density and activity of decay
organism. In sandy soil, the moisture movement can move
s“’e ine ”artic‘es. Sc“uring is the re’“va‘ “f ’ateria‘ by
surface water. Different density will give different value of
root size. In this study all the roots determined were less than
2cm which proved the theory by Coppin and Richard where the
s“i‘ c“hesi“n is ‘i’ited t“ the r““ts u” t“ 2c’ in dia’eter [4].

Table 1: Average Shear Stress at Particular Displacement
Average Shear Stress at Particular Displacement (kPa)
Location
Displacement (mm)

Unvegetated soil

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

4

13.6

15.3

14.2

13.5

6

15.4

18.2

17.3

17.1

8

17.1

21.4

20.2

20.5

10.8

18.7

25.1

23.9

23.9

11.8

18.8

26.2

25.3

25.4

12.8

19.0

27.3

27.0

26.9

13.3

19.1

27.4

27.2

27.3
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It is n“ted that a‘th“ugh sa’”‘es fr“’ ‘“cati“n 3 had the
highest root biomass density, its average maximum shear
strength was s’a‘‘er than ‘“cati“n 1. In fact its shear strength
was the s’a‘‘est “ne at dis”‘ace’ent 4c’, 6c’ and 12.8c’.
This might indicate that the tensile strength of the roots is
smaller than those other roots from other locations although it
comes from same species of grass or its root surface friction is
lower, hence allowing slippage. However, several other factors
such as root orientation, for example, could be the cause for
having small shear strength with relatively high root biomass.
Figures 12 sh“ws ty”ica‘ shear stress and r““t bi“’ass density.
The s”ecies tested sh“wed a fair‘y we‘‘ deined shear ”‘ane
upon failure, with most roots not broken at or near this plane
but e‘“ngated at increasing strength. Whereas the s”ecies at
‘“cati“n 1 sh“wed a wider shear z“ne with nu’er“us r““ts
extending through and beyond this deformed shear zone, they
exhibited some stretching and pullout from the adjoining soil
matrix.
The relationship between soil condition and root architecture
is needed to be taken to consideration. Root architecture
relates to the growth pattern which is greatly dependent
“n the ’“isture ‘eve‘. The site c“nditi“ns a‘s“ inluence the
rooting habit and growth. The root growth can be analyzed by
determining the roots density relying on the biomass as more
accurate indicator. The root biomass density was different at
each location. Although the soil is considered to be of the same
sandy soil, the water contents were different. The result of the
water content showed that different locations had different
moisture contents. This showed that the growth pattern can be
affected differently by the hydrological condition.
Fina‘‘y, the age “f the r““ts itse‘f can inluence the strength
and reinforcement of the roots system. The grass was estimated
t“ be 2.5 years “‘d. The r““t ge“’etry can be ‘i’ited due t“
the time from the vegetation grows. The older the vegetations,
the denser it wi‘‘ be [30]. Wide variety “f the vegetati“n is
inluenced by the age “f the vegetati“n.

VII. CONCLUSION
This investigation generated data about the contribution of
selected native plant species (Bermuda grass) roots to soil
shear strength. These data can be used to perform qualitative
or semi-quantitative assessment of vegetated slopes or slope
stabi‘ity ana‘yses. S“i‘ b‘“c— sa’”‘es ”er’eated with r““ts “f
plant species that are commonly used in remediation and habitat
restoration purposes were tested in a large direct shear apparatus.
Shear stress resu‘ts “f r““ted s“i‘s were c“’”ared with resu‘ts “f
un-vegetated soil blocks with similar soil types. Un-vegetated
soil blocks reached an average maximum force at a displacement
“f 11.8c’, 12.3c’ and 13.3c’. This dis”‘ace’ent was used as
the ultimate shear stress for the un-vegetated soil. The shear
stresses for the root permeated soil blocks were compared to
this stress in order to assess the stress increase due to the plant
r““ts. Sa’”‘es fr“’ ‘“cati“n 2 and 3 had the ‘argest increase in
shear stress, reaching a va‘ue “f 32.2 —Pa at a dis”‘ace’ent “f
13.3c’. The ’axi’u’ shear stress f“r the un-vegetated s“i‘ was
–ust 19.1 —Pa at the sa’e dis”‘ace’ent. Hence, the r““t syste’s
of these plants resulted in an increase of strength as compared
with fallow soils.
The conclusions from this study are the following:
• The shear stress increase caused by the r““t syste’ “f these
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•

•

•

”‘ants is signiicant‘y different fr“’ the shear stress “f the
un-vegetated treatment. The shear stresses in most of the
rooted blocks were still increasing at the end of the test
(’axi’u’ dis”‘ace’ent “f ab“ut 15c’), indicating that
root tensile failure did not occur during the shear tests.
Additi“na‘‘y, the ’“de “f fai‘ure a””ears t“ a‘‘“w f“r the
survival of the herb, and possibly certain woody, species
after the event. In general, the shear stress results were very
widespread because of the uncontrolled conditions of the
natural site conditions of the samples. It is evident that plant
roots provide a substantial increase in the shear strength of
soils.
On average, a‘‘ sa’”‘es r““ted by grass, had a shear stress
that was statistically different from un-vegetated fallow soil
conditions. The values of soil mass shear strength and root
biomass depend on more environmental variables shown by
the variation in the moisture content.
The resu‘ts and indings fr“’ this study are true f“r the site
condition which had inconsistent values of water content.
The sandy soil with variation in moisture level tends to give
different values of soil-root strength. These show how the
relationship between soil and environmental condition can
affect the gr“wth “f the r““ts which direct‘y inluences the
soil-root strength.
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